I spend a restless night; occasionally waking to what I
perceive is sporadic gunfire, and the bright arc light of the
occasional flare. Or, am I just dreaming Seems like only minutes
pass when we are awakened and told to prepare for the morning
formation and breakfast. After hastily getting dressed, and shave
with cold water, we make our way out, and try to form up with the
others. We respond, “Here,” when our names are called. Then it is
off to breakfast consisting of powdered eggs, spam, something
black and steaming, they call
coffee.
After breakfast we make our way back to our barracks to
gather our belongings and wait for the truck that will take us to
the 589th.
The heat and humidity, which I have endured since arriving in

Vietnam, has drained my stamina. Or, I am feeling the effects of
the combination of the salt, and malaria pills I took for the first
time at breakfast. What I know, is this, it is not quite 10 AM and
I am already sweating profusely. I reason to myself, that I will
eventually get used to it.
The three-quarter ton truck finally arrives, and we put our
duffel bags in the bed and take our place on the wooden benches
that line the side under the canvas tarp that covers it. A Buck
Sgt. occupies the shotgun seat up front. We are soon on our way.
Not much talking takes places we all take in the sights, and
sounds, of this new and strange country. We make our way out of
the bustling city of Qui Nhon, and on to the two lane asphalt road
that is QL-19. The contrast between the inner city of Qui Nhon,
and the agricultural landscape of lush green fields, and banana
trees, is striking. “What a beautiful country,” as my eyes look
upon the bright colored hues of greens and blues which dress the
canvas of this landscape. In the rice patties I see laborers about
their duties all bent over with their pointed conical hats pointing
into infinity, and water buffalo as a farmer strains to keep the
plow straight in the thick black mud.
The mountains of the central high-lands come into view; their
tops shrouded in low gray clouds. This pastoral scene is
interrupted by the site a large garbage dump just off the road;
with groups of Vietnamese of all ages sift through the garbage
looking for anything of value or usefulness.
One of my fellow, new guys, and traveler, breaks the
silence. “Hey fellas, we’d sure
be up the creek if we got
ambushed about now. Since the only guys with weapons are the
two up front.” Collectively we all agree; again we are reminded
that we need to be alert, and be aware of our surroundings. I felt
vulnerable, and completely helpless. We pass many tiny little

shanty towns that line both sides QL -19.
Children play next to the busy highway, some are naked, and
some ware knee length T-shirts and flip-flops. Some of these
structures are fabricated from flattened C- ration boxes, and
pieces of wood and corrugated tin, and I am not sure what holds
it all together. Some have sandbags stacked around the
outside. A Vietnamese woman uses her conical straw hat to fan
away the flies as she nurses her baby. I shake my head in
diffidence, “What a way to live,” I think to myself.
We pass through the opened barbed wire fence at the entrance
to the 589th base camp. We pass by the camp barbershop, with
its red and white pole, and the A- framed Chapel and a large open
area with benches and a stage; covered by a shed type roof. The
truck stops in a cloud of red dust, and the Sgt. comes to the rear
of the truck and says, “Welcome to the 589th.”
	
  

